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ABSTRACT
SCATTERING OF SEISMIC WAVES
BY SMALL INHOMOGENETTES
by
Robert Bowman
Submitted to the Department of Geology and
Geophysics on August 25, 1955, in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
Up to the present time exploration and earthquake
selsmologists have not fully considered scattering of seis1
mic waves by small inhomogeneities in earth properties. An
understanding of the nature of this scattering (in particular
the attenuation constants) would be useful in the inference
of earth properties from recorded seismograms. There is
reason to suspect that a mathematical model incorporating
statistical fluctuations of properties may approximate the
actual earth closely enough to give this insight
We have investigated two such models containing stat-
istical features. In each the earth is taken to be unbounded,
isotropic, and perfectly elastic. For the first motel the
density is assumed constant, and the elastic parameters fluc-
tuate slightly and randomly in space with no trends or pre-
ferred directions in the fluctuations or mean value; in the
second model only the density fluctuates. The method of
ensembles as given by Lifshits and Parkhomovski is used to
determine the propagation characteristics in each model.Qualitatively the two models give the same results.
It is found here that for wavelengths long with respect to
the scale of the inhomogeneities the damping constant of
plane trnisverse or longitudinal waves depends on the fourth
power of frequency. Some quantitative differences are found
between the propagation characteristics of transverse and
longitudinal wave notion in the same model. At high freq-
uencles it follows from the work of Lifsbits and Parkhomovski
that the damping constant depends on the seconc power of
frequency.
The frequency behavior predicted by this theory, while
upheld in metals, has not yet been observed in measurements
made on earth materials.
Thesis Supervisor: Stephen M. Simpson
Title: Assistant Professor of Geophysics
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I INTRODUCTION
In recent years attention of geophysicists and math-
ematii3ans has been drawn to the problem of wave prop-
agation in statistically inhomogeneous media. As a result
of this interest a considerable body of theory has been
built up and applied to such problems as sound propagation
in the ocean, ultrasonic waves in crystalline material,
and electromagnetic wave propagation in the atmosphere.
Selsmologists are intereste in this problem for the
following reason: if greater use is to be made of the
information contained in the amplitudes of earth motions
as recorded on seisptograms, the mechanisms which govern
amplitude changes must be better understood. Scattering
by small inhomogeneities is one such mechanism.
It is the purpose of this present work to apply part
of the theory developed for wave propagation in statistic-
ally inhomogeneous media to the seismological problem of
scattering of elastic waves by small inhomogeneities,
Wave Propgagi O in, 4SZtiaticbaly Ippomoeneous edia
A characteristic feature of the problem of wave
propagation in statistically inhomogeneous media is the
fact that the exact distribution of the inhomogeneities
in space or space and time is unknown. What is known is
some statistical property of the inhomogeneities, most
I _alql(l__lllj3L~PI___P
generally the autooorrelation, and the solution obtained
then is not the exact behavior of the medium, but some
averaged behavior.
Since an averaged behavior is obtained in these
problems, the restriction to small inhomogenelties must be
made in order that the average solution may approximate the
true one. This restriction also leads to considerable
mathematical simplification in the solution of these prob-
lems (when perturbation methods are used it permits the
Born approximation) and allows them to be viewed as those
of small scattering.
The concept of an ensemble often is of use in these
problems. In the case of statistically inhomogeneous
media the ensemble represents a collection of specific
distributions of inhomogeneities; the members of the
ensemble have common statistical properties, but differ
one from the other in exact form. The ensemble, then,
includes all the possible forms that the distribution of
inhomogeneities may take in any given situation and gives
the statiststical properties of every distribution.
Sometimes the ensemble is real, such as in the case
of repeated sending of a sound pulse through water (Mintzer,
1953a, 1953b, 1954). In between pulses the distribution
of inhomogeneities is assued to have changed, and each
pulse therefore traverses a different member of the ensemble
__ C~ _II___I ------- -~i~Y-~-I_~__
of med ia.
Sometimes the ensemble remains a mathematical abst-
raction, and in general one of the unsolved problems in
the use of the concept of the ensemble is the precise
relationship between it and the physical teality bel n g
dealt with (Eckart, 1953). Using this concept, moreover,
the further restriction to stationary, ergodic ensembles
is generally imposed to permit identification of the
ensemble autocorrelation with the autooorrelation over
space or space and time. Physically this means that no
trends are allowed in the distribution of the inhomogen-
elties. Trends in the mean propertles of the medium can
be handled in the statistical framework, but their
inclusion necessarily comnlieates the solution of the
problem.
Previous Work- Pl4 _.? . da
Two models are generally used in studying the problem
of scrtterng by small inhomogeneities in fluid media; in
one the inhomogeneities depend on space alone, and in the
other time dependence is included. With two exceptions,
the work of Eckart (1953) and Mintzer (1953a, 1953b, 1954),
the work on this problem described in this subsection uses
the first model. All of the results depend upon an n auto-
correlation of the inhomogeneities involved, and for
particular results the autocorrelation is invariably taken
to be irotrope.
Perhaps the most detailed treatment of this problem
is given by Mfitzer (1953a, 195b, 1954). He calculates
the standard deviatlon of the amplitude of a series of
pulses (expressed as a percentage of the mean amplitude of
the series of pulses) and finds that for pulse lengths short
compared with the time in which the veloclity of sound
changes appreciably and for ranges large compared with
the wuvelength of the sound, this standard devition of am-
plitude increases with the square root of the range.
Previous experiments reported by Sheehy (1950) of sound
transmissio In in the ocean show Just such behevior.
Using the ray approximation Bergmann (1946) treated
the simillar problem of a sphericnol sound wave propagating in
a fluid with small fluctuations of sound velocity. Por
distances between source and receiver large with respect
to the range of the autocorrelation he found that the mean
square deviation of the optical pnth length from the
geometrini path length increases as the first power of the
distance between source and receiver. Also for large dis-
tances he found that the variation of intensity of the
signal increases as the third power of the distaoe, and
that the autocorrelation of two signals at different
receivers is independent of the distence between source and
III _*___~I^~ __II~ I~-^-LI ._i~ll^---~^ _X .I--_li_-^IIIX--i llIs_.
receivers and inversely proportional to the cube of the
distance between the two receiver stations,
Lieberman (1950) unsuccessfully used experimental
data on temperature changes in the ocean in Bergmann's
theory in an attempt to explain Sheehy's observations.
The cause of the failure of Bergmann's theory is attrib-
uted by Mlntzer (1953a) to the fact that a ray theory is
unable to take into account phase effects which would be
important in the case of continuously varying sound
velocity.
Ellison (1951) studied the propagation of a plane
sound wave in a statistically inhomogeneous medium using
both ray theory and the complete wave treatment finding
the expected agreement at high frequencies. For the case
where the scale of the inhomogenelties is large compared
with the wavelength, but small compared with the path
length, he found the variations in intensity of the
pressure to be proportional to the cube of the path length
for short paths and directly proportional to it for long
paths.
Another treatment of plane wave propagation in fluids
with small, random fluctuations in space of sound velocity
has been given by Pekeris (1947), He caloulated the scat-
tered energy at large distances from the scattering volume
and found it to be proportional to the fourth power of the
_III___P__CI__~_I___I__X-.-ll - C--- YL-C- I~I_ .1II -----i~L~--- -I
frequency. His method of attack has been ueed with success
in problems concerning electromagnetic wave propagation in
the atmosphere (Stareas, 1952; Booker and Gordon, 1950).
Other treatments of the fluid problem using the ray
approximation have appeared in the literature. Chernov
(1953) has found that for path lengths lerge compared to to he
range of correlation the mean square of small deviftiona of
a ray from its original direction depends on the path
length and a quantityv=- ( )dr, where R(r) is
the isotropic autocorrelation of the sound velocity fluot.
uations, For arbitrary path lengths, a-, the mean square
deviation of a ray from its original direction was found to
be proportional toT)-3 whenD aOc(<Iand proportional to - for
large path lengths. Kharanen (1953) obtained results iden-
tical in form to those of Chernov considering the mean
square deviation of a ray from an initial plane.
A very general discussion of the method of ensembles
has been given by Eakart (1953). He discussed the math-
ematical foundation of the method and applied it to three
problems, one of which was the propagation of a plane
scalar wave in a medium with random fluotuations of re-
fractive index in time and space. Solving for the auto-
correlation In itime and space of the scattered energy for
distances far from the scattering volume, he found it
CXX
porportional to the fourth power of frequency.
Calculations of a slightly different nature on the
fluid problem were carried out by Obykov (1953) (read only
in abstract by this writer). He obtained general integral
expressions for the phase and the logarithm of the relative
amplitude (relative to that of the incident wave) of a
plane sound wave incident upon a half-space containing a
random space distribution of small Inhomogeneities in the
sound velocity. The restriction is to small variations
in phase and relative amplitude per wave length. He also
clculr'ted the mean square of these quantities and inves-
tigated by means of limiting cases the region of appli-
cability of the ray approximation.
Using these results of Obykov (1953), Chernov (1954)
concluded that under the restrictions for validity of the
ray approximation the range of the autocorrelation (in a
plane perpendicular to the direction of propogation of the
wave) of the fluctuations in phase or relative amplitude
is of the same order as that of the autooorrelation of the
inhomogenei ties.
Finally, Folay (1945) has given an extensive, general
account of an allied but slightly different problem. He
considered the multiple scattering of a scalar wave by a
random distribution of scattering centers, each of which
scatters isotropically. The statistical considerations are
I I- I-
the same as in the above problems in that ensemble averages
must be made over different configurations of scatterers,
but the details of the treatment are necessarily different.
He obtains an equation for the average wave function; it
is the normal homogeneous wave equition with a complex
wave number, which is the sum of the wave number of the
medium without scatterers and an quantity dependent on the
statisttcs of the secatterers. An equation derived for the
average of the square of the wave function can be inter-
preted as follows: the rverage of the square of the wave
function of any point is equal to the square of the average
wave function at the point plus contributions representing
scattering from all other portions of the medium, these
contributions are proportional to the average of the
square of the wave function at each point and to a scat-
tering crosF section per unit volume at each of these
points. An equation for the nverage flux Oarried by the
wave is also derived.
Previoup ork-Sold Medsa
Although Sezawa (1927) treated the problem of scatt-
ering of elastic waves by single cavities or rigid obstr-
uctions, this writer knows of only one treatment (Lifshits
and Parkhomovski, 1948?*, 1950) of scattering of elastic
* The date of this reference is unknown to this writer ut
can be bracketed between 1946 and 1950. (Coht. page 9)
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waves in which the scattering is caused by a continuous
random distribution of small inhomogeneities.
The specific problem treated s that of elastic wave
propagation through material composed of randomly-oriented,
identical crystals of varying dimensions. If each orystal
is weakly anisotropic, the condition for small scattering
is upheld; and the problem can be solved in simple terms.
Specifically an equation for the average motion is derived
and the plane wave solution for it obtained. The propa-
gation factor of the plane wave is complex; it is a func-
tion of frequency, the anisotropy, the mean dimension
of the individual orystals, and the statistical properties
of the size distribution of the crystals.
For arbitrary (but weak) anisotropy of the individual
crystals Lifshits and Parkhomovski (1950) obtain the
result that at low frequencies the damping factor of the
plane wave average motion is proportional to the fourth
power of the frequency and for high frequencies, the
second power. These results agree well with experimental
evidence obtained from sound propagation through aluminum
(Mason and MoSkimin, 1947). Dispersion is also found to
exist. Its form is derived in the case of low frequenoies;
(Cont. from page 8) Only a translation of the text minus
equations has been seen by him. From statements in the 1950
paper, however, it appears that the material in it is cove-
red in the more general treatment published in 1950.
~O__1__1_~ I_ _I__ i l~ l)--- L(L ^- - I_--PY~- --LPI -~ ls~l LI_ -~ ^  II1~~I .^I~LI-I~W*II~P1
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at high frequencies, however, it is found to be absent.
Swua rof $1ctigpnas It - IV
In section II of this work we present a one-dimen-
sional exposition of the method used by Lifshits and
Parkhomovski in their 1950 paper. The procedure used
here differs from that of the above two authors in the
following respects.
(1) The arrangement of the calculations has been
changed in order to facilitate an understanding of the
physical meaning and the mathematical Justification of the
operations performed.
(2) The point of view of the treatment has been
generalized slightly . Whereas Lifshits and Parkhomovski
deal specifically with elastic wave motion in a polycrystal,
necessary steps are initiated in this section to make the
method applicable to any continuous, stationary distribution
of Inhomogeneities. These steps (continued and expanded in
Section III) are minor and consist for the most part in
pointing out restrictions on and interpretations of the
autocorrelation of the inhomogenelties that differ from
those in the special ease of a polyorystal.
(3) The language describing the assumptions and their
physical meaning has been recast into that in terms of
stationary functions. The assumptions, their uses and
consequences are described in detail.
(4) Finally, some further comments are added to those
of Lifahits and Parkhomovki by way of justifioation of
the assumption of the vanishing of two surface integrals in
the Green's function representation of the irregular
motion of the medium.
Section III contains the results of application of
the method of Lifshits and Parkhomovski (1950) to two models
designed to be first approximations to conditions existing
in the earth. In one the density remains onstant, and the
compressibility and rigidity are allowed to fluctuate
slightly and randomly in space. In the seoond the reverse
situation is true.
The procedure of Lifshits and Parkhomovski is
repeated here in order to continue the disoussion begun
in Section II on the meaning of the assumptions and the
generalization of the point of view to continuous stat-
ionary (and isotroplc in the case of more than one dim-
ension) distributions of homogeneities. Finally, the
plane wave solution for the average motion isto found for
low frequences.
Section IV oontains an evaluation of the results of
Seotion III with reference to their geophysical signifi-
cance. The possibility of lifting the stationary assump-
tions is disoussed and modifloations to the details of the
- ------- .... l*Blrall
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Oalculations which would serve to increase the geophysical
application of' the procedure are recommended.
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II AVERAGE MOTION OF A STRIW
In this section we present a one-dimensional ex-
position of the method used by Lifshits and Parkhomovski
(1948t, 1950) to treat the problem of sattering of elastico
waves by small inhomogeneities. Our vehiole will be the
analogous problem of seattering on a string, While the
analogy is not perfe t, the physical significanoe of
the method remains the same in both problems, Aooordingly
we will strive in this setion for clarlty of uAerstar -
ing of the method and its physical meaning, while in
later sections we will content ourselves with oaloulation
of the results of the procedure as applied to solid media,
taking time for explaa tion only at those points where the
analogy breaks down. In the final subsection we will refer
briefly to the sww problem in the fluid in order to illus-
trate some further comments on the treatment of two surface
integrals which appear in the development.
We consider small, transverse vibrations of an infinitely
long, stretched string with uniform tension and variable
density. The resulting equation of motion will be
(x) - - a. 0
where y(x,t) is the transverse displacement, T is the
tension and p(x) the density. Solving for sinusoidal motion
~R4EIBlllP~ llL~C411~ ~, 1 -- ----- ~d-
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in the form
Y(xj, 6)- (x)e (2.2)
we will have
P(x) -7 a CA O. (2.3)
Now the problem we are going to attack is one in which
the density p() consists of an average value i plus a
small devlation from that average &P(x), or
() i A e(x) (2.4)
where
- . (2.3)
We will also assume that Ap(x) is a ontinuous function
of position, stationary to the seoond order, and drawn
from an ergodio ensemble of funotions with common mean
and autooorrelation.
D ulauasion of the Assumptior
By stationary to the seoond order we mean that the first
and seoond moments of Ap(x) (the mean and autooorrelation,
i _4_~11 1_ I~
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respectively) are invariant under translation of the x-axis
(Bartlett, 1955, p.160). The ergodio theorem in this case
then,we assume, holds for these moments that is, the mean
oomputed as an ensemble average is equal to the mean com-
puted for all values of x along a particular string, and
similarly for the autocorrelation (ShMntohine, 1934).
The physical meaning of these assumptions is that
in a certain statistical sense, i.e. in the sense of the
autooorrelation, the inhomogenetties on the string are
homogeneously distributed; and one consequence is that
the average motion of the string is determined by the
properties of the string alone and not position on the
string.
Strictly speaking in a physical case dp(x) oannot
be stationary, for theoretically a stationary function is
of infinite extent. Purthermore in the development that
follows we will find the need for prescribing that AP(x)
be of finite, but arbitrarily large extent. In considera-
tion of this we say that although Ap(x) is not striotly
stationary, it is a very large portion of a stationary
function; and its properties approximate those of a
stationary function.
In this same light auto- and oross- correlation in
what follows are to be taken in their -finite -. sense
~rBgmrrtACL1L~13e~ l~ ~IC-71 - rl -I---- ~--r~rxnn-r~- -sE-1~I
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that is, defined by the expressions
t (x +) f ()d (2.6)
-L
tk. f .4(* <+rrX(0 (271
-L
respectively.
The restriotion to small variations in density is
essential to the problem. It is the restriction for weak
scattering and not only permits solution of the problem
in simple form, but makes reasonable the approximation of
the true motion by an average motion.
Finally, the assumption that Ap(x) is continuous ts
no restriction in an aotual physical *ase amd to made ex-
plicit here in order that no trouble results from taking
the second space derivative of the displaoement.
Now what kS4g of n average motion do we look for?
Clearly the enaot solution for the motion of a string
with a particular p(x) restricted as above would not only
be impossible to obtain but uninteresting if we did have
it. What would be interesting is the motion we oan ex-
pect to find on a string when we know that its density
17
might be any one of an ensemble of funotions for which, by
assumption, p and the autooorrelation of Ap(x) are the
same for all members of the ensemble. In other words
when we say average motion, we mean expeoted motion of
any member of an ensemble of strings. And what makes
this ensemble average notion a realistic thing to look
for is the fact that the inhomogeneities are sailj that
is, the true motion on any given string in the ensemble
will not deviate much from this average.
SymbOli6clly performing this average over the en-
semble of the motion at every point on the string, then,
the motion of the Ith string oan be written as
i (x) = (x) + A u, (9) (2.8)
aorresponding to the density of that string
/PO. (x) = F P+ c() (2.9)
where u(x), the ensemble average, is deflned by
n . (Xi) n .i 2_ _ i uin)
00 ~ (2lo)
and i is an avenage over say string in the eemble. Now
_3~ ^1___11_ 11 _ _ ~I __ _1_~~_1 1 __1_
if we substitute these into the he equation of motion of the
string, we will still have an equation for the eaot motion
of the ith string
S-- U. + uo.
W(-- a 4 )(ii L z)rT 4zAx
Performing the average over the ensemble we get
(T K . - T (2.12)
4x
where
T (2.13)
Implicit in this operation is the assumption that no
trouble results from taking the seoond derivative of the
displacement at e very point. By hypothesis Api(x) is
continuous, however, and the assumption is well made.
Also use is made of the ergodio theorem allowing &pi(x),
which vanishes in the average over the ith string, to van-
ish in the ensemble average.
What we have arrived at then is an inhomogeneous wave
equation in (in x), the ensemble average of the motion of
* nrra~ rrsrsasRe~r~sl~slra~ 8a~ II~- -- _L IL~rsalr~.TP~.~P;(I II L 31*)1(Blc nq~ blll~-e~
the string. The source term, moreover, depends on the
ensemble aver~ge of the product of the deviation from
the average motion at a point times the deviation from
the average density at that point.
she a)e ~ rnH ition ..ot .A -9 -A1 Ux)...
In order to solve equation (2.12) for t(x) we must
first find the souroe term 4- Ap~j~ x). T o begin
we find an equation for Auti(x) by subtracting the average
motion u(x) from the true motion ui (x), i.e., equation
(2.12) from (2.11). The result is
t T "A (L2c-r w r 2.14)
where we have negleoted the term Apix) )auitx) in the
presenoe of the term p Aui(x). Here then is one use
we have for the condition ',
Again we have an inhomogeneous wave equation, this time
in Aui(x) , the deviation of the motion in any one string
from the ensemble average u(x). T+s solution can be
written in integral form using the Green's funotion for
the infinite domain
-V- ~abll~asl- ~ _--L,
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S(2.15)
whtoh satisfies the equation
1 +. r\ = - (x- x - : -,,(2.16)
whore* (xax') is the Dirao delta ftWunotl . ?hoe olution
to
AuI Ki x - (x')( - Ap(x)Ad () du Xf -a
d (x '') " -r"
-00
Now a little Oare is neoeasary hezre in the use of
the infinite limits, First it oan be seen this form of
aU1 (x) is useless to us unless we know what bounIary
oonditions to impose. Seoond, if it turAs out that ;(x)
diverges at one of the limits (U(z) -cail aotually be a
damped exponential), we must be sure to, handle the
111~1 ~ ~I I_ ~__I~
boundary terms correctly; or else it is possible that we
get the result at this intermediate stage that Aui(x) is
infinite.
In the string both these difficulties are handled
well by a mathematical artifice. In more than one dimen-
sion, however, the same artifice enables circumvention of
the trouble, but with a little more difficultyj and the
point will be discussed again in the following subsection.
Simply if we specify that instead of extending infinitely
far in both directions the inhomogeneities cease at plus and
minus L and the density of the string beyond the in-
homogeneities is equal to p , the motion of the string
beyond the inhomogeneities will be sinusoidal in space,
or specifically given by Ae k or Ae- k x depending on
where the string is excited. Either choice or both, say
one at either end, upon substitution into the boundary
terms of equation (2.17) will oaause them to cancel.
Taking Px) to have this form then we have
4L Or L
-C (2.18)
where we can take L to be as large as we please.
To contlnue, we need to multiply dui(x) by ;api(x)
-~CIISC~--LC---- --- C-3~-~IIIO~ ~I
and average the result over the ensemble. Doing this we
get
(x)u(x) = 0f (xlx') op ) (x x' (2.19
-t
Invoking the ergodio theorem again we oan say that
api(x) A p(X' is equivalent to the autooorrelation of
Ap i ( x ) , and we oan write
ap x)p(d ,= A I(-x'() (2.20)
where ( Ix-x' i) is the normalized autooorrelation function
of L\ (). The final expression for 4aWp(x) tauex) be-
comes then
ApC(K)Auh) LJ rft (Ix-xI)Z (X)dX' (z.21)
The AXe rMa, oion of the Strl4n
We are now ready to introduoe the above expression
into equation (2.12). Doing this we get
cftx-x )--(( xj)LZx-(K U ,
_-0
slr~rrrslaE~le~aasr~ aa -_-1 ~Cd~bdLb~;ll bl~.l-.Jbl --~ -~ L _*" " ~%I  I--~__--L
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where
a' = L (2.23)aIT
6'(2.24)
T, (2.25)
and we have obtained an equation for the desired motion
of the string (x) averaged over the ensemble. We see
that sinoe we are not solving for the exact motion u i ( x )
on a string with a particoular density PL(x), but are
solving for the ensemble average, we need to know not
the specifie form of 6pi but merely some statistical
property of it, namely its autocorrelation. Once we
specify this we can solve for u(x), more or less simply
depending on the form of V) that we have to work with.
.IA solution of equation (2.22) for u(x) is effeoted
by the substitution of the trial form
" (x) = e" (2.26)
or
-. IBb -- - C- ~sll - C-~------
r -
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C ( x)= 8 C-e (2*27)
Taking the forer, equation (2.22) readues to
(cr- = i-f e (/ x-x'I) t ,dx (2.28)
-L
ant upon specifloation of ' (x-' A) we obtain an aalgebralo
equation in k,q, r- , and the parameters of (Ix-.x'l).
tolution of tht, equation for q will then give the propaga-
tion oharaoteristics of (x) on the string. We expeot q
in general to be oomplex, thereby giving an apparent
attenuation due to the seattering by the inhomogeneities.
?dajr -T..erB..m. .In the 1Ls
Let us taurn briefly to the analogous problem of wave
propagation in a fluid, the density of which fluctuates
alightly and randomly in space about a mean value. The
equation oorresponding to (2.17) in this case is
A4C)7 g f# jV (9* Ar(rtI4 p
(2.29)
+ --
A - -n' " ?
-- --- I
r 1 .ml~ u1 11 ..- Ll --- - -  ... . .
r
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where X is the compressibility of the fluid, Xk2 -- ,
Api(r) is the deviation from the mean density p , in the
ith medium, 4 () is the ensemble mean of pressure, and
A 4 ( ) is the deviation in the ith medium from the ensemble
mean of the pressure. The derivative with respect to
primed coordinates taken in the outward-pointing normal
direction to the boundary surface A' is indicated by
.L and R is the distance from source point to re-
an'
celver point.
(2.30)
Now due to the fact that wave motion on the string
is constrained to move in two directions the boundary
terms analogous to those above canoel each other exactly,
In more than one dimension, however, wave motion is free
to travel in all directions and cancellation of the surface
integrals in equation (.29) does not take place. Carrying
them one step further, then, we form the quantity efe(P)44Kh),
V4
4r f f % ce 134 A ('
' Q)(2.31)
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where (r - r') is the normalized autooorrelation of APi.
The problem is now how to treat these two surface in-
tegrals. If the medium is excited by asource within finite
range of the observer, there would be no trouble with the
volume integral in equation (2.29) taking the inhomogeneities
to extend infinitely far. In this case the surface integrals
in equation (2.31) would vanish if the assumption is made
that the quantities T4 p(:1F AF at Ap(f r $fW),
the cross-correlations of the density deviation with the
deviation of the pressure and its normal derivative res-
peotively tend to zero in a manner more strongly than I
r
as the lag gets very large.
In the case of a source located at infinity we would
provisionally specify that the inhomogeneities cease at
a large radial distance L. Takirng the boundary surface
anywhere outside the region of inhomogeneities, then, the
same assumption on the above two cross-oorrelations would
be sufficient to enable us to neglect them if we kept the
observer point sufficiently far inside the region of in-
homogeneities. This fact indicates to us that the trouble
with the volume integral in equation (2.29) using infinite
limits is only imagined and that it would vanish if we
~d~QP~Case~L~C~ ~L~hslp-~~~c-a~rp-plIllsr~gp~gl(L1RIBB~**-d~W* PrP*BBe*C Ll-- - -
went to the limit in a proper fashion. Thus the use of a
finite region of inhomogenelties seems truly to be an arti-
floe and has no physical use if we want to oonsider in-
finite media.
&
-
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II AVEIGE MOTION O THE ELZSTIC OLID
In this section we will consider two problems: satter-
ig of elastic waves by small inhomogeneities of rigidity
and oompresnibility and scattering of elastic waves by
small inhomogeneities of the density. The former it a spelal
case of the moe ore general problem solved by Lifshits and
Parkhomovski (1950, 1948?) in which the elastic modulus
tensor of the medium is left arbitrarily but weakly, an-
isotropieg and the latter problem is an application of their
method to the simpler problem of inhomogeneous density.
We will follow closely the development given in
Seotion II in the treatment of the inhomogeneous string
with the following notational difference? a member of the
ensemble will not carry any subscrpt since we will need
subscripts for veotor aW tensor components.
We assume that the remarks in Seotion II oonoerning
the stationary assumptions have their analogue here in
three dimensions. In particular we know that a station-
ary autooorrelation of a function of three dimensions will
have the form $( r -r' )- ( ?' - f, but we will find
it more convenient to assume an isotropic correlation,
*(jr *r )?' or *(R), dependent only on the absolute value
mr~ llassJaa~nrsnaams~raa~ -- -- a Cslru- ~-qC 3-aasarsrps~-rrrr~-ac- - "a~E~*~*WCllrC51-1;3I -- ~-~---
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of the lag, (Bartlett, 1955, p 192). Physically this
additional restriotion means that the inhomogeneities are
isotropically distributed in the sense that the power
spectral content of the inhomogeneities is the same in
any direction chosen.
A. Scattering by Inhomogeneities in Rigidity and
Compressibility
Euation ot t~ie AXramSt e otion
Writing the displacement of the medium as
(3.1)
the equations of motion in tensor form become (Bullen,
1953, opt. 2)
W Y X )4-. - , etc J=Oci , , (3.2)
where Aikm (r) is the elastic modulus tensor written as
a function of.position. Writing ui(f and Aikja (it)as a
sum of the ensemble average and space average respectively
plus a deviation from the average
(3.3)
A l
P"~""~"~slsa~nsr~l ~TI --- I -- ------- ~ ~--ras+Ta*r~h~_~_
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we oan substitute them into the equations of motion and
average over the ensemble. The result is
o' 4 < dxx, dx,. (3*4)
Subtrating the equation for ) from the equation
for u (r) and negleoting the term- k UIn - in the
presenoe of the term ikOm W - w* get
low + A/, dx,x, dx dx, dx t
(3.5)
Now oorrosponding to the assumption that the inhomogen-
eities are isotroploally distributed, A ikm is an isotroplo
tensor and has the form
A <~ cu (3.6)
where and ) are the average values of Lame's
constants of the medium amd -/ is the Kroneker
delta symbol. Assuming this isotropy in the average en-
ables us to write the solution for Au i(') in integral
anahl~a~s-nWwensrsl3ra~ 11411~~77 ----- i 1 ~C3111L~n~"-~~______~_Y-i'%LsR-Rggle~ll II
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for Uaing the Greenas function for the elastio wave equation
for steady waves (Korsa and Feshbaok, 1953, p. 1783). In
dyadio notation this Greents function has for the infinite
domain the form
CRj R=
(3.7)
where
s(3.8)
R = +s (id + (Xr, xt eua
and I is the idea foator. It satisfies the equation
32.
C rd dG - c crl crl G* t - / - fl)
(3.9)
Using the Green's function we can write the Integral
solution for as a sum of a volume integral amd
two surface integrals
dx 1
S 4 r ) o v '
ci; f -tb)5JIV'Z'<(i jc) (310)
2c uo'2 (c(.
where is the outward pointing normal to the boundary
surface over which the two surface integrals are to be
taken, the primes on an operator Indicate its operation
on primed coordinates, and the components of 4(r>) are
;(.I) a %Zo~c-~ ~Lar St~ r,-A, dx ,
mmn~Em~aa~p~nrrrsaR~llr~ lpc -------~  L, -I~CY-I-lr---~~ ---~^-- I_----.---."*n"-4RI~-I
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Now passing to the next step in which we must form
the expression for
we oan see that each termoftheintean of he integrante of the surfaoe
integrals will be composed Ge* n, dir' Ge or ourl' Ge
times factors of the form
and
(P x' (3.13)
where rq, and take on the values 12,3 in all combina-
tions, amd where the terms are to be evaluated in the
primed coordinates at the boundary surface. It we assume
that these oross-correlations tend to zero more strongly
than 1 we will again be able to dispose of the boundary
terms as was done in Section II.
We oan write in tensor notation, then
I- *~-*I~I~PICI~IBC~*~ L ~ C-- -bl ---- ~aa--~ --^ nr- xp~g)i~ lll~e~ ~IC~-- ~
Ai%~ 
3k.
;)-A
&PS g (301k)f.
T (R)
H (R)(3 -3j I -( Re /e 1 (3-3k mi(R - Kz R9) e
(3 .13)
- (-usR- %RL)I(~R]
SubsituimStis in~to the equaticoi (3*4) we get
(3016)
qi~Kpj, Asej 4
w~here we have wri~tten
(/2
~Xt )"'
v I
9 q) ( R) aT. - cl v
09. AA, Kp7- (3* 1?)
cot R 3
340
Kp-r
GPS = (,X -,K ) ( X5 - X ) H ( R) +45
pj Z * 19(KA",
6Ao,AAilift
KS-R) e'
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and have assumed an identical normalized correlation funotion
for each of the elastic roduli products. This last assump-
tion while it is not strictly upheld in general neither is
it essential for solution of the problem. Removal of it
would merely increase the labor involved in performing
the sum in the right hand side of equation (3.16). In the
problem treated by Lifshits and farkhomovski (1950) where
the inhomogenei ties arl se from randomly oriented identical
crystala the assumption isto upheld exactly.
Formal solution of equation (3.16) for ui( ) in the
form of a plane wave is relatively simple. The solution
oan be assumed to be
SC = Be (3.18)
where
(3.19)
and the resulting equation solved for q, given the oorrela-
tions of the elastic modulus tensor. In view of the fact
~Rar~ l~ ia~lll~a~ L*sl 311C~5eC~ ~=~1~ ~II -~~- L - -_ ~III__I~C-_L L ^RC"-7~I~BI~III -~----~F~~ __-~
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that the conditions determining i() are isotropic, how-
ever, it would be sufficient to assume any direction for
U( and the one that immediately suggests itself is the
polar direotion. In the solving of the special case which
follows shortly some of the caloulations were oheoked by
prooeeding from both assumptions, and the more general one
is used here for the event of possible future use.
Substituting the assumed form for () into equation
(3.16) we get
r AVt 5c d(3.A 0)
Multiplying and dividing the integral by DJe q a
making the obange of variables
(3.21)
the Jacobian of which is -1, we get
(3.22)
v p 4 ) ( Q ?"'I
= 3 1 ~n 4 4dA~fprAA~lmi
~ 1BI ~B~i IBt~(~L1~ II~ 11~1~ LU--~IIC- _--L ~nrrar-_assn~lp~-~lpI~C~I
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where the differentiations under the integral sign refer to
components of R.
Now the soond term on the left hand side of equation
(3.22) sume to give (Appendix I)
- 13, (Ae0 L~a a.> (3.23)
Lifshits andParkhomovski(1950) state that in general the
right hand side also sums into the form
This is partially verified in the speoial example to follow.
The equation is thus reduced to the oharaoteristic value
-$
problem for the components of the amplitude B in terms
of a(q) and p(q)
W z+ - t 0Ca t CO47 a t. S r4/= 0. (325)
The characteristio values for q are given by
~ """~'?i~E'~ ~~"-nr~p-~L~C _~ts~  ---C- -__lbl --- l~sl^-s~--------II-- "nrsu~PIIII~III 119C~3 -
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rs (w (3.26)(I + .2)+( + a/)
Proof that these values of q eorrespond (as their form
suggests) to the propagation of transverse and longitudi-
nal waves follows from the solution for 1 ad investiga-
tion et 4rection of displacement relative to the
propagation of the wave (see Appendix IIY.
There remains, then, the calculation of p(q) and
P(q) from equation (3.24) and the right hand side of
equation (3.22), for substitution of these quantities
into the relations (3.26) will give us q, the propagation
factor of the plane wave solution. Specializing Aabod
to the isotropio tensor
A,, / 2 A 1 0& s, (co .t u 4 ) (3.27
we get
o0 =DA1 +E A  ,Xa + F r
(3.28)
(3: A p
where D, £, 1, and G are given by
~-----~ ----^Lu --~~--- -- -F--
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q
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0 o 0
o q
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I
0
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4 fN 2PA
S'(i+sJ) N16 dR
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0
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(3.29)
(3.30)
p m I In --- -m- - -a
* ob
xx+ b +uP 0 (ttaz)d b
0 0
@ak fs avox ls(faH) 4buz 
(t)
it
04
* 017
"C -- ---e -I-;~,~,-= ~-- -------~~-~----------- c
a[
q
4'.
mn %4 ( 2 afi&u M,~~st
.. Uq T ) w ~f-2*J):XaedR + q I W HPf0 0
+ lL r 7'('u+w3J) N04U 4& V7' uJ)q 0 q 0
ow 4+0
4 IL 7'tns~q ~ *
T -n0 04 r
a 4P (3ft 28.J) X2Kz4qcj o a
+41ft
(3*32)
'44f w ' (tR ta*+J)0 p 4
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and where
fR ef.
-PR
iV 4 t Re-'"du a R cos R -2 i sin tR
-yP
rj 3  R:ft gu3<Lt dt4 6 ('A '2) si hRZ +0 2t R ' -)costP
Tho caloulations neoessary to obtain the above exnressions
for D,E,F, ndl G are outlined in Appendix III, Appendix IV.
Annuan At LOW Mfra a
The integrals appearimg in the expressions for
and # ean be evaluated for low frequenotes in the follow-
ing mmaner. Sinoe the inhomogensities are small, q will
not differ much from k1 and when the following condition
holds
fR , 1R << ( (3*34)
s --- -~LYI-~IICII~---1P~IC -- -~-ol-^l ~-- -- --- ~r ~-- - -----
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we on replace a, J, ae Ni by the first few terms of
their respective Taylor series expansions, Doing this
ad assuaming (R) to have the following properties
R"j) = C
[R$ (P77
R430 IRy(a{4n@(Rjj7:O
4Oo
A= 0, 10 2, 3
n-I = /) L2 5 Y
we can integrate equations (3.29-3.32) by parts,
term by tera, and fld approximate expressions for
a ard p. These expressions can then be substitutet
into the relations (3,26) and the values for q, and
qt found valid under the oondition (3.34). The results
of these operations are
4- 00
(3.35)
I~I ~_~ ___~_1_1_ I I _
rcU7 Lw, z:]
t + b b; w +
+ Lac.za I 3
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1
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Ce)
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11~_1^ _1~~ _ _--- I -
I = f
(3.36)
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amd where
E=
These values for t and q1 are the desired solutions
for our problem. They tell us that for low frequenles
the damping faotor of the average plane wave motion in
this mediua is proportional to w and to the quantity
R2p R (R) Ak (339)
0
Diane ron nat 11.w6M- innenl
Dispersion also exists at these frequenotes. Writing
the solution In the form
Lu=le e (3.o)
_ C__ I__ _ _~ ii __XII~II P __
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we see tat values of stationary pase (Eokart, 1948)
are given by
and the group velooty is
C% K5- (3.42)
Por low frequencles then, the group velolties for
longitudinal ant transverse wave motion are
C4(w) C{..aC- WW4J
oourse must speoify the autooorrelation t (i). An indioation
of it order of magnitude my be gained, however, by the
following oonsiderations.
It is reasonable to expect that we oan approximate the
47.
autocorrelation ((R) by the first few terms of a Gram-
Charlier series (Horton, 1955; Cramer, 1926). Taking the
dominant term as
-
e( (3*44)
we know that the power spectrum (Lee, 1950) of the function
which has this as an autocorrelation is given by
-oa
For large a, then, the power is oonoontrated at low
frequencies and for increasing a more and more power
exists at higher frequencies of the space distribution
of the inhomogenelties in question. Thus we can inter-
pret a in a rough way as a measure of the scale of the
inhomogenei ties.
Using (3.44) we can evaluate the integral
SRt
where -r is the Gamma function. In the light of the
~r~an~ ~aLs~snassnare~ =, , 1ICCI n' --- -- c ~s~L arrr~an-- , nn~a~ ol ~_ a~
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above comments, then, we estimate / Ln - P (R)dR to be
o
in the order of the nth power of the scale of the in-
homogeneities. Furthermore, we can now say that values
of q oalculated here are valid for wavelengths large
with respect to the scale of the inhomogeneities.
In the problem considered by Lifshits and Parkhomovski
the quantity / t P(R)dR is more readily interpreted.
O
Since they assume no correlation between orientations of
neighboring orystals, V (R) is zero for values of R
larger than the greatest dimension of the orystales and
o
I R 't()dR is in the order of the nth power of the
0
mean dimension of the crystals.
B. Soattering by Inhomogeneities in the Density
We now turn to to he second problem of this section,
scattering by small inhomogeneities in the density. It
is less complicated than the preceeding one and can be
handled quickly using vector notation.
Equatio oft..a y..Araera.. tion
Taking the displaoement to be
-DOtt)J ctL e(3947)
~"Bi~L~i~.?~F~ a*BI - ~" ~ 11131
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the rotor equation of the motion of medium will be
(A t a)dre oi I UZ - curael t 7 0. 3*.8)
wzi tang
P =p +- -f
.- ., --
10'+ : . ,
yl~ +l~6
(3.49)
the equation for the ensemble average becomes
( A + 2 a. K c~arI cu.Z w~, = -<,
(3.50)
Subtrcting equation (3.50) from equation (3.,8)
and expressirg Ai in integral form, negleoting the tera
-* 2 d p £U and the surfaoe integrals, we get
<r->f ( -#I 
W-Ut ) jI-- .w" pC Ii; 1
RnnrsrsrrrraPsan~rrrrrmcllll~ ~l~- ~ -r~--- -- -- =-- --~p-- '--lglll~XIL~ CE~-~- JraaPI~
4 _1.
W6 05A60
7- TUrlu e s
ICc= ,n-
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Multiplying equation (3.51) by Ap and averaging over
the ensemble it beomes
z ,. : -C~ GOe ( -- /l.(R )d>(u ; (352)
V1
where we again have assumed an isotrople distribution of
the inhomogeneities. Introducing (3.52) into (3.50) we
get
C g rd crd -C uoI cur/ .C-w/- c U Ju (=.-3)
V'
where
S< I,
Plane kave. olution
Taking the solution to be a plane wave in the polar
direction
(3*55)
para~ aasa~a~;e~a~ ~~ ~ilQC~- _EIIIC~Q~4~-PI '~ -- C --
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equation (3.53) becooes
- e,- e V c e'(V eX3 ±V )±aVe
-CX I- V3 C"'3 C,& vj
(3.56)
. '  j -- e ,Q Y
V'
cv'
DiVtdind sar ultiplying the integral by eq3 eat taking
the obange of variables
--0
V , e + C4 V)-w, 1 'c2 tf e(p
v
or writitg out the three separate equations for the
oomponants equations (3.57) are
I ...l -lr-,- -- -~ -- n~ --------- I--- ' -- 1P-----r~--__.- l I- --- - - -- -- ~g_-~---~.~_ ~.~-~s-----rr_--~ .~ I
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and we have two possible solutions for u a soalar
longitudirsl wave in whioh
w^ + r'3T (3.62)
V, crbtrary C-
and a eetor transverse wave in whioh
V -= O
z  
w (3.63)
V V, o V C y 8
Danin and Disnersion at Low Freau ie
As was done in the previous problem, these two
r~aues of q oan be obtained for low frequenoies, or
rather for wavelengths large with respect to the scale
of the inhomogensities, The result is
I (3.64)
where
Ol~"l"~rswask ss~ lr~~ ~-r~--~lllr ~--~ - -- I
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b C +
_ ' E -
C, c c c-
We see that the damping faotor is again proportional to
w4 and the oube of the soale of the inhomogenetties.
Dispersion exists here too, the group velooities being
given by
CACw)= CIe-fj 3 a.W L
(3.66)
~ (LO) = c, E 3bwIJ
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IV CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSLERSM
In this Seotion we will summarize the results ob-
tained in Section III, disouss their geophysical signifl-
canoe, and recommend further work on this problem.
Ph raial Inat r r etai.tion t..tha .an tsa
To recapitulate two problems were solved in Section III,
using the technique of Lifnshits snd arkhomovski (1950).
In the first the average plane wave otion tois found for
an infinite, isotropic, perfectly elastic solid body in
which the density is constant, but the rigidity and oom-
pressibility fluctuate slightly and randomly in space
with no trends or preferred directions in the fluctuations
or the mean properties. In the sv eond problem the rigidity
and compressibility remain constant, and the densalty
fluctuates in a similar manner. The results obtained are
valid only for frequencies low enough so that the wave-
length is large comared to the scale of the fluctuations.
The results of the first problem (equation 3.36) are
identical in form with those of Lifahits and Parkhomovski
(1950), who considered the more general problem of an
elastically inhomogeneous solid which is isotropic only
in its average properties, being arbitrarily, but weakly,
anisotropic in detail.
-~I1III~L -- ----^ ( - --ill-DYllir*L ZsY~ Illlic- ~- lx  -* --r--__ ~~.l~---~-~---~nl ~-^--~--
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By tdentity of form we mean specifically the tact
that at these low frequenoles the damping constant of the
solution (equation 3.18) for both longitudinal and transverse
wave motion depends on the fourth power of frequency and the
third power of a quantity which is proportional to the scale
of the fflatuations. Also t , the real part of the
propagation factor of solution is given by a tars de-
pendirng o the first power of frequency plus a term
proportional to the third power of frequenoy and the
second power of the scale of the inhomogeneities. This
latter property of the solutions tells us that the group
velocity of the dispersed waves at low frequencies is
parabolic, having no minimum.
The results of the second problem (equation 3.64)
are identical in form with those of the first and of
the same order of magnitude. This is to say that if
the mean properties of the media in the two cases a re
the same and if the ratio of the mean square of the
fluctuations of density to the square of the mean density
of one medium is of the same order as the similar ratios
of elastic parameter variations in the second, the damp-
ing and dispersion in the two media at low frequencies
~ _ ~~~ _j LII1I__X^I~~~FYI___Y__I .
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will be of the same form and order. We may therefore es-
timate that if the model were taken such that both the
density and elastic parameters fluctuated the resulting
damping constant would be about twtoe as great as that
in either of the cases studied and K (the phase velocity
correetion term) would be similarly affeooted.
Finally, we can draw some conclusions ooncerning
the relative damping and dispersion of average longi-
tudinal and transverse wave motion in the same medium.
For low frequencies, in the case where density alone varies,
the damping and dispersion are identical for longitudinal
and transverse waves (equation 3.64). In the ease where
the elastio parameters vary the damping constants differ
roughly by a factor of 5 (equation 3.36), the longitudinal
wave being the more damped, and the K'5 differ similarly.
Comarison of the esults with eanhnrina ata
In comparing these specific results with geophysical
data we can also use for comparison the results of Lifshits
and Parkhomovski (1950) obtained for their more general
model. At high frequencies they found that the damping
constant of the average plane wave motion depends on the
second power of frequency and that dispersion is absent.
_~~ 111~ Il___llb___l I1___LI^__ _I
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Two collections of geophypical data on the frequency
dependence of the damping of seismio waves are known to
this writer. Birch (1942, p.87) has gathered together
damping measurements taken from laboratory samples of
rocks over the frequency ranges of 6 to 30 cycles per
second and 140 to 1600 cycles petecond and finds damping
to be dependent upon the first power of frequency through-
out these ranges. In the same work Biroh also reports the
same frequency dependence for seismic surface waves.
Ricker (1953) has reported on damping measurements
taken by experimental exploration seismic equipment in
the Pierre shale in Colorado. He recorded the direct
transmission through the shale of pressure pulses which
had a peak frequency of 150 cycles per second. The
geometry of his experiment was such that the waves were
approximately plane.
The measurements obtained by Ricker on the change
of the pulse shape can be predioted in detail by assuming
the shale to be visoo-elastic. The consequences of this
assumption on the frequency dependence of damping and
dispersion are: at low frequencies the damping constant
is proportional to the second power of frequency and
=7--
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dispersion is absent; and at high frequenoies the damp-
ing constant and wave velocity depend on the square
root of frequency (Bicker 1943).
It appears, then, that neither the low nor high
frequenoy predictions of this scattering model have
been observed experimentally. This does not mean,
however, that the effect is not operative. On the
contrary, velocity lags taken in boreholes show small,
irregular variations in velocity, and the model cer-
tainly approximates the physical situation. In view
of the facot that the theory has been verified in the
oase of sound propagation through aluminum (Mason and
MoSkimin, 1947) we may expect, therefore, in the absence
of a predominant effect of a different nature to observe
in some future geophysical experiments the behavior
predicted by this theory.
By way of explanation of the disagreement of Ricker's
data with the predictions of this model we offer the
suggestion that the Pierre shale, in which all his ex-
periments were taken, may well behave visoo-elastieally
for it is well known that the shale itself contains con-
siderable water and slumps upon standing unsupported.
I am indebted to Professor Franois Birch for this suggestion
which was given to me as an opinion unsupported by evidence.
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RecmreMations ..for tPutur Work
Three types of extensions to the theoretioal work
on the model treated in this work can be recommended.
In general they are: a more complete solution of the
problem, an examination of the behavior of other than
plane waves, and an examination of the possibility of
lifting some of the restrictions.
At least two things can be done to effect a more
complete solution of the problem as it now stands.
The model can be altered to include a simultaneous
fluctuation in density and elastic parameters. A pro-
liminary investigation of this problem has shown that
its solution contains in addition to the terms obtained
in Section III cross terms between density and elastic
parameter fluctuations, which can be obtained by opera-
tions similar in nature to those in Section III.
The integrations necessary to obtain the frequency
dependence of the propagation factor can with profit
be extended to the high frequency range (as was done
by Lifshits and Parkhomovski), A complete integration
over the entire frequency range could well be attempted;
this would probably entail numerical procedures.
1~--111_1 --- --
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It would also be of interest and probably not
very diffloult to determine the damping and dispersive
behavior of spherical waves in this model. Perhaps
simply an investigation of the integral superposing
plane waves to form a spherical wave would be suffl-
clent. Investigation of the behavior of other waves,
such as surface waves, would also be constructive.
The possibility of lifting some of the restrictions
might also well be investigated. The restriction to
stationary autooorrelations of the inhomogeneities
might be olrcumvented if one could treat the inhomo-
geneitles as piecewise stationary. The restriotion to
a stationary mean can be lifted without damage to the
statistical framework of the problem, for the ensemble
mean can be estimated from a single samplej the Green's
function for the wave equation with constant coefficients
could not be used in this case, however. Perhaps a may
approximation could be used in this case if the mean
retains essentially constant over a wavelength.
Finally an investigation into the size of the in-
homogeneities that can be allowed within theory would
be profitable. This would entail not only a consider-
ation of the effect of the neglected term (equation 3.5)
-L I~LU~~II~1
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but also a oonsideration of the precautions neoessary
to insure that the average solution still approximate
the true motion.
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APPENDIX II
We will show that when the propagation faotor q
-4
and the components of the amplitude B of the plane
wave
( ,, q (6)
are given by the oharacteristio value problem
pw228 i,-B((+ +a + )aa 4 +(7-+p)A o s (7o)
the oharacteristi alues
.2
i, (T + 2)+(a p)
oorrespond to tranverse and longitudinal wave motion as
indicated by the subsoripts t azA U.
Be ~ ----- -- -~--r ----- I -- IIIS~I~C-i -i i~--j
Rewriting (7.) in the form
Caia, , ) B
2
T+A-+ a +
we find that the characteristic
are 0,0, 1. Also we find Bi to
values of X giving (8.)
be
B1 c( A 2 - 3 )2
B2 C ( at 2)
B3. c (ala3 )
where C is an arbitrary constant (Hildecbrand, 1953,
Taking the dot product of B and a we find
B *4 * C(A al)
which vanis hes when A = 0. Thus qt orresponds to wave
rO ~ " ~ C X "- a ~ - - 1 a-- 1 llL~ 9sI~
whoe
(94)
(10.)
p -23).
( *)
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motion which has no component in the direction of prop-
agation a, i.e., transverse wave motion.
Taking the crose produot of B and a we find
- + - - -I
B z a = C e2 (a-3 M )+ e3 ( 2 -a2 )3 (2.
whloh vanishes for 1l, and q4 corresponds to loogitudinal
wave motloni
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PP2rIX TIII
we will outline the olulations neoessary to
perform the sum
- P q * Ci ka
where
Cklm ' LA okpq atIAta pst
2
I * / 4(R)past p p x 6x
From the form of A Aabad
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--) 3 4.
4)(R) *"J . 8 dr.
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we can write down six idlependent terms of Cika*
are
(1)
hk a/, ClIilJ+XkiiJIik I IdJi4i
where
c .cA -fCCci~ki 5. ChXCnk=J " 1k (19)
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(26)
(271
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Using these expressions for Cikla we next caloulate
any diagonal term of the tensor
Ci = akamGikm.
Since we expect Ci to be given by
cij a [a(q)+A(q)]a 1a4+0(q) df/'
(29)
(30)
a diagonal term will be sufficient to give us a and P.
In the actual calculations performed for this work
C11 and 012 were found, giving identical expressions
for a. The term C11 can be written then
* AN A [,Ikkii n+Xjjj+Ii11i] (2
+ A Z C1iii+Ikkkk+I1AAAA+2kkAI+2kkii+2iiAAK
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a 111 + a c121 + a 1313
a1 *11 (31)
"1 ( i 14 2+C12 11 2 )+a1 3 (cl,1c,31x )+at3 (0113+0 ) 0
The expressions (18), (20), (22), (24), (26), (28) give
us C1 in terms of (15). With the aid of the integration
formulas derived in Appendix IV a Ad A are found oonsiderm.
ing (30). They are given in expressions (3.28) in the
text.
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APPENDIX IV
In order to evaluate the integrals
( 4JR)Jsikg4
pig rlxLqz
q di v (32)
where
Rl1 I (33)
p,q,s,t * 1,2,3
and where the integration is to be taken over all spaoe,
we will need the following formulas
(R) er "r d v . (I 0 Rn Bdi0 (34)
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and the Ni are given by the expressions (3.33) in the
text.
The motivation for the procedure leading to
these formula is the desire to take advantage of
the symmetry in the integrands of (32). This is
done more readily after a rigid transformation of
coordinates is made such that the new polar axis
is perpendicular to the set of planes q.R a const.
(in the old system) on each of which the exponential
in (32) remains constant. When the transformation is
acoomplished, not only is the effect of symmetry easily
seen; but the integrations become quite simple sinee
the polar direction coincides with the direction of q,
- -~1 1 - ~ ~ . ............R~
and the exponential beoomes e'iqx3.
The transformation is specified by
-i . a 1,3 = 1,2,3
subject to the restrictions
a5~ ~
(Sokolnikoff, 1951, p. 27). This allows us to write
x lixa
and leaves
disposal.
pendioular
is written
us with two restrictions on the aiL at our
We use them up by setting the x axis per-
to the plane, which now in the new ooordinates
qajiXS M Oont.,
and write
(43)
(44)qj 0 d4t
where A is a constant not at our disposal.
We have now nine equations, (41) and (43), in the
nine unknown a1 specifying the ooordinate transformation.
(40)
(4i)
(42)
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Three of the aJ are easily solved for an prove suffloient
to carry out the integration of (32). They are
giving the useful relations
41aik 3 k M 3 kak 1t1i,2
Jk * 1# 2#3
(46)
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